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In the clash of opinion his real work is often neglected.
He is in effect the subtlest metaphysical mind of China,
the architect of the only system of philosophy she has
produced—a synthesis of Indian quietism and Chinese
rationalism. His aim is to account for the world and man;
and he begins with non-being, Wu-ki, a potential cosmos,
and with the absolute Tai-ki—pure being—'nearer to the
transcendental God of Saint Thomas than to the Brahman
of the Vedantist'. It is in effect spirit—'everywhere, most
exalted, most excellent... conscious soul, self-conscious,
conscious of its workings'.
Li—Law—moulds matter—Ki: 'it is as it were the mas-
ter of the house, the host who abides while the guests come
and go'.
It liberates energy-in-matter: it is thus the creative
power imminent in this Cosmos, which is 'a reflex and
an emanation of the Absolute*.
It is like the moon which lights up the night: one with
the sky it spreads its gentle radiance on waves and lakes,
and is reflected in their surface—yet it is one indivisible,
and keeps its own identity.
So the Tai-ki is at once the Source of all, the Soul of all
—akin to the Wisdom of the Hebrew, and the Logos of
the Greek.
And if it is akin to the Dharma of India, it is also akin to
the Tao of China. Like both it leads on to sound morality:
and Chu Hsi does not hesitate to bid his emperor meet a
great drought (1179) by putting the army to work at
agriculture: Tou will then have more harvest and fewer
mercenaries/ Nor did the philosopher hesitate to attack
court intrigues; and for his boldness was exiled by Kuang-
tsung. This was the fate too of the great statesman, poet,
and artist Su Tung-po (1036-1101), who used his exile to
good purpose—draining the marshes and widening the
canals of Hang-chou, and saving the people in a flood at
Soo-chou.
The old activism of Yu and the early rulers revives in
the men of Sung: even those who took opposite sides—

